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Work Comfortably, Work Productively, Wherever You Are

Office Home

When we return to the office there will be 

some disruption to how we used to work. 

In the interests of safety and cleanliness, 

employees should have their own desks 

and have their own peripherals to take 

home at the end of the day to maintain 

maximum hygiene.

The majority have become used to 

working from home, however are only 

working with the essentials.

Now is the time to take the next step 

and ensure the home office is set up to 

be as comfortable and productive as the 

head office.

Around the globe, workers are gearing up to return to the office and ‘the new normal’. However, what exactly that entails for every organisation 

will vary and likely depend on regional governments and health agency guidelines. 

Executives will have to implement controls and precautions that allow employees to return to the office safely. These considerations will 

include the layout of offices, providing employees their own personal accessories and protecting personal desk space. 

As life adjusts to the new normal, the routines you’ve come accustomed to will again face disruption. To make the transitions between the 

office or home as seamless as possible, Kensington provide a complete range of solutions to maintain and enhance productivity and wellbeing, 

wherever you are working.

Work Is No Longer A Place You Go - It’s What You Do Mobile

As working adjusts to the new normal, 

restrictions will ease and workers will 

be allowed to work in more varied 

locations, working wherever there’s a WiFi 

connection.

Therefore it’s important for organisations 

to supply products that can be moved 

between work and home, such as luggage 

and wellbeing.
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Security for Next Gen Meetings
Meetings with a mix of onsite and offsite attendees are 
now a reality. Protect both attendees laptops and your video 
equipment using a Kensington Security Lock.

MicroSaver® 2.0 Keyed Lock - Part No. K65020EU 
NanoSaver™ Keyed Lock - Part No. K64442WW 

N17 Keyed Lock - Part No. K64440WW

Unsure about which lock? 
Visit www.kensington.com/securityselector

Simple and Dependable Mouse 
The plug and play practicality of a wired USB mouse means no 

need to replace batteries, just connect and get to work.

Mouse-in-a-Box® Wired USB Mouse 
Part No. K72356EU
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Maximise Monitor Comfort
Maximise the space in your office set-up and have your 
monitor at eye level using a height adjustable monitor arm.

SmartFit® Ergo Dual Extended Monitor Arm
Part No. K55409WW

Work Like A Pro

Office

Increase Protection Without Creating Barriers 
Monitor mounted sneeze guard enables social distancing 
while maintaining professional activities and face-to-face 
communication.

KGuard™ Monitor Mounted Desk Screen 
Part No. 627506

Washable Keyboard
A sealed membrane design lets liquid from disinfection wipes 

or sprays run through without damaging keyboard electronics.

Pro Fit® Washable USB Keyboard
K64407WW | K64407UK

Ultimate Hybrid Dock with 100W Power Delivery 
The SD4780P connects to any USB-C or USB-A laptop and 

supports Windows, Mac and Chrome operating systems. It 
offers 6 USB ports for a maximum productivity.

SD4780P USB-C™ and USB 3.0 Dual 4K Docking 
Station with 100W Power Delivery

Part No. K33620EU



A Flexible and Discreet Laptop Riser
A laptop riser lifts your laptop to eye level for maximum 
comfort and is easy to pack up and take with you for work 
on the move or the office. Use together with a keyboard and 
mouse to work from home like a professional.

SmartFit® Easy Riser™ Go Laptop Cooling Stand 
K50420EU (up to 17”) | K50421EU (up to 14”)

Ergonomic Keyboard
A desktop keyboard is always the best option for maximum 

productivity. Together with the freedom of a wireless 
connection,  you’ll soon appreciate the improved productivity 

and wellbeing features.

Pro Fit® Ergo Wireless Keyboard 
Part No. K75401WW | K75401UK
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Ergonomic Mouse
Using a mouse that’s right for you is a vital part of a home 

worker’s success. Select a mouse that fits your hand 
comfortably for all day comfort.

Pro Fit® Ergo Vertical Wireless Mouse
Part No. K75501EU

The Foot Rest That Rocks
Helps improve circulation and relieve pressure for all-day 
comfort. Contributes to Non-Exercise Activity Thermogenesis 
(NEAT) movements such as rocking your feet and typing, 
helping to increase metabolic rate and keep us healthy.

Rocking Foot Rest 
Part No. K58303WW
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Home
USB Hi-Fi Headphones with Mic
Designed with sound clarity and device compatibility in 
mind, the USB Hi-Fi Headphones with Mic are a high-quality, 
cost-effective headphone/mic combo that are perfect for 
e-learning, working from home, educational and office 
environments and more.

USB Headphones with Mic 
K97601WW USB-A | K97457WW USB-C™

Hook Up to Multiple Monitors 
Enjoy the productivity boost that multiple monitors deliver. A 

single cable connects up to three 4K monitors, multiple USB 
ports and Power Delivery for laptop charging.

SD4800P USB-C™ Scalable Video Docking Station
Part No. K38249EU
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A Portable Lock to Keep Your Device Safe
Ordering at the bar or answering a call won’t be an issue 
anymore. You can take your eyes off your device during a few 
moments without putting your security at risk.
MicroSaver® 2.0 Portable Lock (for T-Bar™ slots) - K64423WW 
NanoSaver™ Portable Lock (for Nano Slots) - K66640EU 
N17 Portable Lock (for wedge-shaped Slots) - K66644EU
Unsure about which lock?  
Visit www.kensington.com/securityselector

Privacy Screen Filter for Visual Security
A privacy screen filter reduces the risk of unwittingly sharing 
confidential data. MagPro™ features a unique magnetic 
attachment for fast and repeated fitment and removal.

For 14” 16:9 Laptops -  K58352WW

For 13” MacBook Pro -  K64491WW
Unsure about which privacy screen filter? 
Visit www.kensington.com/privacyselector
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Mobile

Mobile Dock for On The Go
The ideal docking station to keep you productive with 

USB and Video connections, yet maintaining a slim profile that 
is easy to travel with.

SD1600P USB-C™ Mobile Docking Station
Part No. K33968EU

Adaptable Mobile Mouse that Tracks Anywhere 
The SureTrack™ mobile mouse tracks on multiple surfaces 

(including glass) and offers 2.4GHz, Bluetooth 3.0 and 
Bluetooth 5.0 connectivity.

Black- K75298WW | Blue - K75350WW | Grey - K75351WW 
Red - K75352WW | White - K75353WW

Go Anywhere Convenience 
Carry, protect and secure your laptop, tablet and accessories 

in style with a Contour™ 2.0 backpack. From sleek and slim to 
capacious, there is a backpack to meet any need.

Contour™ 2.0 17” Pro Laptop Backpack - K60381EU 
Contour™ 2.0 15.6” Business Laptop Backpack - K60382EU 
Contour™ 2.0 14” Executive Laptop Backpack - K60383EU

Forget Your Password 
Working at home on insecure WiFi networks poses a security 
risk. Passwords can be easily compromised, so using a 
biometric key for second factor authentication is a smart and 
simple way to improve security for home workers.

VeriMark™ Fingerprint Key
Part No. K67977WW



SECURITY SOLUTIONS LOCK AND DOCK CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS

CONTROL SOLUTIONS BAGS & SLEEVES HEALTH & WELLBEING
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